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HISTORY
As part of university-wide space needs analysis in 1999, 
the S.I. Newhouse School of Public Communications 
found that it would someday need space for a magazine 
and newspaper newsroom, said Susan Nash, director 
of administration, S.I. Newhouse School of Public 
Communications. 

In 2003 another space needs analysis reconfirmed that a 
newsroom was needed. During this time, it was determined 
that the newsroom would need to include magazine, 
newspaper and online capabilities. That year the school 
learned that the Newhouse family was planning to donate 
money for a third Newhouse building, home of the future 
newsroom.

Ground was broken and an architect was hired to build 
Newhouse III in 2005. Discussions continued about how 
to plan a newsroom and classroom where the various 
Newhouse departments could work collaboratively.

Because of the quickly evolving media environment, the 
Newhouse III planning committee was unsure of the exact 
needs of the future Collaborative Media Room (CMR). To 
meet unknown future needs, the space was designed with 
the flexibility. Walls, furniture and cable lines can be moved 
as needed to meet the evolving needs of the modern 
multimedia newsroom, said Mike O’Mara. O’Mara is the 
computer consultant and member of the Newhouse III 
Building and Technology Committees. The committees were 
responsible for needs analysis and physical space, and for 
determining the technology needs of Newhouse III.

In 2007, with the building and CMR slated to be soon 
finished and opened, Professor Jon Glass was hired as the 
Collaborative Media Room general manager and executive 

producer of the future news site.

TheNewsHouse.com, the multimedia news site of the S.I. 
Newhouse School of Public Communications, officially 
launched in beta format in the fall semester of 2009. 
The site showcases the work of magazine, newspaper, 
broadcast journalism, photography and graphics students’ 
work, and provides a laboratory for students to learn about 
and put into practice the multimedia and Web skills needed 
for today’s communication fields.

WORKFLOW
A group of student LEAD producers from the Advanced Web 
Journalism (ICC 300.5/600.4) classes assign, edit and 
post articles on the site. Students from the ICC 300.1 and 
600.1, along with other students from all Newhouse pro-
grams, create content for the site. A team of student editors 
then edit the material, place it into the content manage-
ment system and post it to the Web. Students from all of 
the Newhouse programs are encouraged to submit stories. 
Professor Glass provides technical assistance and editorial 
guidance.

Students from the Broadcast Newswriting (RTN 311) and 
Radio News Reporting (RTN 364) classes produce the News 
Tracker portion of the site. Forty students from the RTN 
311 and 364 classes must post or update stories to the 
News Tracker six times a semester. Broadcast journalism 
professors provide editorial guidance, but the students are 
primarily responsible for the maintenance of the content.

OBJECTIVES
The goal of The NewsHouse is to develop an innovative 
online product that covers, engages and interacts with the 
Syracuse University community. Three objectives were given 
to the site designers by Professor Glass:
 
 •Deliver news and information for and about Syracuse 
  University.

overview
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 •Provide an outlet for SU students to share opinions and 
  interact.
 •Create a vehicle to showcase Newhouse student works.

The NewsHouse also has the following objectives, as 
outlined from Dean Lorraine Branham, program directors 
and faculty from the magazine, newspaper, photography 
and broadcast journalism programs:

Provide a vehicle to train students to create, 
manage and showcase their Web journalism.

Skills in multimedia journalism are essential for today’s 
journalists. A hirable journalist today should be proficient in 
his or her specific medium, in Web journalism as well as in 
all types of multimedia storytelling. 

The NewsHouse can provide an outlet for students to 
practice writing, multimedia story-telling, editing and 
Web site content management. To showcase their work, 
students must learn to use innovative tools.

Provide a collaborative outlet for Syracuse University 
students to share opinions and interact.

The site should not only publish information of interest to 
the campus community, but provide a place where students 
can interact, voice their opinions and use the latest 
interactive technology to tell their stories. Students from 
every area of Newhouse should be involved in creating a 
better The online product.

Serve as a recruiting and marketing tool

Although the primary purpose for the site is not for 
marketing and recruiting, the creation of quality content 
would result in a product that is attractive to students, 
parents and Newhouse alumni, thus increasing the amount 
of student applicants and alumni interest in the school.

For a complete table of The NewsHouse’s goals, see 
Appendix A on page 56.

The following research and suggestions provide insight and 
solutions to better meet the site objectives.
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META TAGS/SEMANTIC STRUCTURE 
Improve the HTML <meta> tags and semantic structure of 
the individual pages within the site. This procedure includes 
use of content structure tags like <h1> and <p> tags in 
proper relation with one another, as well as constructing 
rational page <title>, keyword and descriptor tags.

RATIONALE 
Search engines do not recognize The NewsHouse as being 
part of Syracuse University or S.I. Newhouse School of 
Public Communications.  A Google search for the terms, 
“Syracuse University,” “Syracuse University News,” “New-
house,” “Newhouse News” or “Syracuse News” does not 
yield any results for TheNewsHouse.com. Not being able to 

find the site by searching these keywords alienates a large 
audience. This oversight is especially egregious since one 
of the documented goals for the site is to be the “preferred 
news source for the Syracuse University community.”

By hosting the site under a commercial (.com) domain, the 
site is already at a semantic disadvantage; it has lost the 
easy relationship created by use of a .edu domain. This 
is not insurmountable, but it does demand more rigorous 
attention be paid to the site-wide titling and description 
protocols. 

According to the site statistics (tracked by Google Analyt-
ics) the most popular way to enter TheNewsHouse.com was 
by direct traffic and the three most searched for terms to 
access the site are “NewsHouse”, “The NewsHouse” and 
“TheNewsHouse.com”(See figures 1.1.) These statistics 

suggest that the majority of Web traf-
fic is already familiar with TheNews-
house.com before searching for the 
site. In other words, the site is used 
primarily by the same people who 
generate the content.

This hypothesis is further supported 
by the fact that referral sites such as 
Facebook and Twitter make up 52 
percent of all Web traffic. Internal 
users from The NewsHouse generate 
the most Web traffic by placing back-
links to their stories on referral sites 
(See figures 1.2 and 1.3.)

Improving page semantic structure 
and <meta> tags will increase the 
site’s page rank, which will allow new 
users to access the page. 

recommendation 1

figure 1.1

figure 1.2
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The specific problem lies in the site’s 
HTML code. There are no <meta> 
tags (keyword or descriptor) in the 
source code of the pages. Because the 
Google indexing module reads these 
structures and determines semantic 
relevance, proper meta tags are an 
essential part of these pages. 

Title tags need to be more focused. 
The main pages do not preserve the 
default relationship of the <h1> and 
<p> tags, which make it impossible for the Google index-
ing module to narrow the semantic scope of the pages. In 
other words, the pages are not about anything specific to 
Google’s indexing module.

METHOD 
RECOMMENDATION 1
The site code must be updated to include a uniform treat-
ment for the <h> and <p> tags on all pages. Because <h1> 
tags carry the most value we recommend they be used on 
every page. We recommend adjustments to the included 
HTML and CSS files to include these tags. Using a more 
universal system to recode The NewsHouse will make the 
site easier to optimize and organize. For example:

HTML:
<div id=”feature-stories”>

       <h1><a href=”/story/what-wes-8-or-

ange-blast-black-bears” title=”What a Wes; 

#8 Orange Blast Black Bears” alt=”What a 

Wes; #8 Orange Blast Black Bears”>What a 

Wes; #8 Orange Blast Black Bears</a></

h1><p>The traits of Wes Johnson elevate 

the Orange in a 101-55 smothering of vis-

iting Maine Saturday night in the Carrier 

Dome.</p>

</div> 

CSS:
#feature-stories {

height:208.5px;

width:265.5px;

padding:0 0 10px 0;

}

#feature-story h1{

font-family:Arial, Helvetica, san serif;

font-size:12px;

line-height:15px;

#4E992BF

}

#feature-story p{

font-family: Arial, Helvetica, san serif;

font-size:12px;

line-height:15px;

color: #666666;

}

a {

text-decoration:none

color: #4E92BF;

}

figure 1.3
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RECOMMENDATION 2
Title tags for every page should be re-written to include at 
least three parts: site name, page title and key descriptor. 
For example:

<title> NewsHouse - News Tracker - News 

about Syracuse University and Community - 

S.I. Newhouse School of Public Communica-

tions</title> 

RECOMMENDATION 3
Include meta description and keyword tags in the main 
pages. For example:

<meta name=”description” content=”The New-

sHouse, the news source for Syracuse Uni-

versity and the Syracuse Community /> 

<meta name=”keywords” content=”Syracuse, 

Syracuse university, Orangemen, central 

New York” /> 

COST-BENIFT ANALYSIS
The cost of making these improvements may be significant. 
The proper solution to this problem involves creating a CMS-
based means to edit page source at every level (i.e. home 
page, section fronts and individual story pages). Proper de-
scriptors and keyword tags are not redundant. That would 
lower the semantic score of the site. 

We recommend the creation of a new CMS feature that 
allows editors to enter page titles, keywords and descriptors 
that would be dynamically included in the page source.

We estimate this would be 40-50 hours of work for the site 
developer or developers.

The modifications to the CSS impacting the semantic struc-
ture of the content are essentially cost neutral.

We strongly recommend making these improvements, as 
there is no other way to improve the semantic relevance 
and page rank for the site. The ancillary benefits will be to 
increase the search engine Web traffic by making it more 
easily accessible to new users. This will pay significant 
benefit if the recommended monetization strategies are 
undertaken as detailed in the Advertising section of this 
report (pages 42–53).
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PHOTO OPTIMIZATION 
Embed XML-based SlideShowPro flash component in pri-
mary image areas for SEO and link photo credits to biogra-
phy pages.

RATIONALE
Using SlideShowPro in all primary image areas on the site — 
including areas where multimedia content is featured — will 
aid in search engine optimization. This optimization is due 
to the underlying external XML document which the Slide-
ShowPro flash component calls to display the image(s) on a 
page. HTML does not provide The NewsHouse with the abil-
ity to describe the various descriptive elements of an image 
or video, whereas with XML that capability exists. 

When users see a photograph online, they may be inter-
ested in knowing the caption, the photographer, the date 
the image was taken, the image’s title and other attributes. 
In HTML we can enter an image’s title and alt text, but a 
search engine is incapable of recognizing the meaning of 
whatever values are entered for these attributes. HTML 
lacks the ability to tag specific information in an image such 
as the photographer or the location of the photo. While the 
photographer’s name could be included in the alt tag, for 
example, the significance of the photographer’s name (the 

fact this it is actually the name of the photographer and 
not some other type of information) is not recognized as 
such by the search engine as it is not tagged as being the 
photographer’s name.

Structurally attaching the image with its metadata (informa-
tion about the image) alleviates this problem. On The New-
sHouse, most primary images have a caption and a photo 
credit, but these two elements are completely structurally 
detached from the image immediately above. SlideShowPro 
solves this problem by using an external XML document 
which not only accomplishes the necessary task of find-
ing the physical location of the image on the server and 
displaying it on the flash component on the page, but also 
attaches essential metadata to it.

Figure 2.1 is an example of an XML photo gallery. Within 
the XML img element are example attributes title, caption, 
photographer and date. Building an external XML document 
with key attributes like photographer will help increase the 
number of ways by which users find and visit The News-
House site. If photographer names were tagged appropri-
ately in an external XML document that is structurally fixed 
to the image file, and a user searched for a contributing 
photographer’s name in Google, search results would likely 
include links to the photographer’s work that is featured on 
The Newshouse.

recommendation 2

figure 2.1
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The photo credit that appears in its own div 
directly below this primary image area should be 
linked to the photographer’s bio page. This change 
does not play a significant role in SEO but rather is 
a usability concern. A sizeable percentage (typi-
cally between 10 and 20 percent) of author bio 
page visitors click to view other stories the author 
has written, so allowing users the same ability for 
photo and multimedia content producers would 
help to improve the user experience by giving us-
ers the same ability they have come to expect with 
article authors.

Additional sources:
http://www.searchtools.com/info/xml.html
http://www.w3.org/XML/

METHOD
Working directly with the XML file would be a very 
burdensome workflow addition to The NewsHouse 
staff who manage the site’s photos. Programming 
changes should be made to the CMS so that val-
ues are inputted to the XML file directly from the 
backend of the CMS when values are entered and 
submitted. For example, when the photo manager 
writes a caption for a particular photo on the CMS 
and submits the page, a script should add a new 
img element to the XML document and add the 
necessary attributes, in this case directly copying 
the caption string and placing it inside the cap-
tion=”” attribute.

The flash component of SlideShowPro would be 
placed in a div on the site where the primary im-
age and multimedia content is featured right now.

Photo credits would be linked to bio pages in the 
same manner that authors in bylines are linked to 
their respective bio pages. Photo and multimedia 

credits must be selected on the backend of the 
CMS in the same fashion that article authors are 
currently selected on the CMS. That is, rather than 
simply typing a photo credit in the designated field, 
the CMS must pull in a login username, similar to 
what the CMS does for article authors.

COST-BENEFIT ANALYSIS
A corporate license of SlideShowPro for Flash is 
$195 and is available for purchase on the Slide-
ShowPro site. “A corporate license can be shared 
between an unlimited number of employees at a 
single company / organization; even if the employ-
ees work at a different location” (https://slide-
showpro.net/account_center/signup.php). More 
legal questions about licensing can be found here: 
http://slideshowpro.net/legal/.

The modification to the CMS to enable managers 
to add/edit content that would update an external 
XML file requires programming changes that would 
be handled by the outside developer, Justin Winter 
at McCormick & Winter (http://www.mccormicka-
ndwinter.com/). Placing the SlideShowPro SWF file 
on the site would be handled by the same devel-
oper. The cost estimate of hiring this developer to 
make the change ranges from $200 to $400.

Figure 2.2 is a mockup of the site with the Slide-
ShowPro component installed. This display is only 
an example of how the component could look on 
the site. SlideShowPro is highly customizable in 
Flash. For a comprehensive look at the customiz-
ability options, the SlideShowPro Web site provides 
this wiki: http://wiki.slideshowpro.net/SSPfl/
SSPfl. Also note that the photo credit would remain 
where it currently is, yet it has been made into a 
hyperlink to the photographer’s biography page.
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figure 2.2
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MOBILE WEB SITE
Create a mobile version of TheNewsHouse.com.

RATIONALE
Given the rise of Web-enabled mobile devices and the dif-
ferences in Web site interaction between users operating 
in a full-size computing environment and a handheld small 
screen platform, creating a Web site that performs optimal-
ly on all devices is worthy of investigation.

The NewsHouse is not only a journalistic endeavor, but 
it is also an investment in the S.I. Newhouse School of 
Public Communications’ academic identity. Because of the 
close relationship between these two entities, students, 
academic and members of the community will associate 
the content and performance of The NewsHouse with the 
school. For that reason, it is important to demonstrate that 
the school is dedicated to its journalistic integrity while still 
willing to explore new media, such as the mobile Web.

Newhouse has already demonstrated their desire to oper-
ate in the realm of mobile journalism by providing all of its 
incoming graduate students with an Apple iPod Touch. By 
analyzing mobile Web site expectations and industry trends, 
means of mobile implementation, and best practices for 
mobile Web presentation and execution, The NewsHouse 
will be able to ensure that it exists at the forefront of jour-
nalistic technologies.

SURVEY
A sample of 125 respondents participated in an anony-
mous online survey regarding mobile Web usage. Participa-
tion in the survey occurred between Nov. 30 and Dec. 2, 
2009. The survey was distributed through various e-mail 
listservs, including Newhouse’s newspaper, graphics and 
photography lists. It was also posted on this team’s indi-

vidual Twitter and Facebook pages.  

Mobile Web Usage
The number of mobile Web users has dramatically in-
creased over a short period of time. In October 2009, there 
were 64.8 million mobile Web users in the United States. 
Additionally, the number of people who use information 
services daily on a mobile device has risen 64 percent over 
the past year, according to an October 2009 report from 
Millennial Media. Juniper Research, a telecoms analyst 
firms predicts that by 2013, there will be about 1.7 billion 
mobile Web users worldwide.

Of the sample, 47 percent of the 125 respondents indi-
cated that they never access the Web on a mobile device, 
which is in line with 45 percent of the respondents indicat-
ing that they do not have a Web-enabled mobile device (See 
figures 3.1 and 3.2.) The second most popular response, 
standing in stark contrast, was 26 percent of the sample’s 
reply that they access the Web “very often,” or about daily. 
These diametrically opposing results indicate that most 
of the sample either does not access the Web by mobile 
device, probably due to not owning a mobile device, or for 
those who do own a mobile device, they access the Web 
just about every day.

Although a large percentage of the sample does not cur-
rently own a mobile device, 53.6 percent of respondents 
plan on purchasing a Web-enabled mobile device in the 
future (See figures 3.3 and 3.4.). In other words, although 
44.8 percent of the sample does not own a Web-enabled 
device, these people will likely be buying one in the future.

Additional Sources:
http://www.millennialmedia.com/wp-content/images/
SMART/MillennialMedia-SMART-OCTOBER-2009.pdf 
http://www.cellular-news.com/story/32026.php

recommendation 3 
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figure 3.2

figure 3.1
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Mobile Device Trends
According to the survey, 36.8 percent of the sample access-
es the mobile Web primarily on an iPhone or iPod Touch  
(figure 3.2). The next most popular device is the BlackBerry, 
which is the primary device of 8.8 percent sampled. Other 
devices used by the respondents to access the mobile Web 
include various cell phones, particularly LG models.

Likewise, 32 percent of the survey respondents indicated 
that they plan on purchasing an iPhone or iPod Touch in the 
future (figure 3.3). As far as other devices go, 15.2 percent 
plan on purchasing a BlackBerry, and 5.6 percent plan on 
purchasing an Android OS device. 

The popularity of the iPhone and the iPod Touch holds true 
in the overall U.S. market as well. According to a September 
2009 report from AdMob, a mobile advertising agency that 
was acquired by Google in November 2009, the iPhone and 
iPod Touch are ranked first and second respectively as the 
top handsets in the U.S. Other top devices include the HTC 
Dream (T-Mobile G1, running on the Android OS), the Palm 
Pre, and the BlackBerry 8300 (BlackBerry Curve).

The product features of the most popular devices have 
evolved rapidly. According to the AdMob report, the top 10 
devices in September 2009 include five with touch screens, 
six with Wi-Fi capabilities and six with application stores. 
These devices account for a significantly greater mobile 
usage in comparison to their actual market share. In Sep-
tember 2008, the iPhone was the only device in the top 10 
with a touch screen. Also, the top device in both September 
2007 and September 2008 was the Motorola RAZR. The 
prevalence of Web-enabled mobile devices, and smart-
phones in particular, has greatly increased during the past 
two years along with accompanying features that optimize 
the mobile Web experience (touch screens, application 
stores). With this rapid continuing trend, Web-enabled mo-
bile devices will increase their market share and become 
even more commonplace.

Additional Sources:
http://metrics.admob.com/wp-content/uploads/2009/11/
AdMob-Mobile-Metrics-Oct-09.pdf 

The NewsHouse
Only two of the 125 respondents answered that they have 
accessed TheNewsHouse.com using a mobile device. 
However, since June 2009 approximately 3 percent of the 
total visits have been from mobile operating systems (iPod: 
1.40 percent, iPhone: 1.38 percent, Android: 0.07 percent, 
BlackBerry: 0.07 percent). These operating systems have 
accounted for 741 overall visits out of 25,718 as of Dec. 13, 
2009.

Content on the Mobile Web
When asked how important it is that a Web site offer a spe-
cific mobile version, 51.2 percent of the sample responded 
with “not important” (figure 3.5). However, with 44.8 
percent not having a mobile device, this may have impacted 
the results. A total of 34.4 percent stated the having a 
mobile-specific version was at least moderately important.

Ease of navigation and text are the two most important 
features on mobile Web sites according to the survey, with 
68.8 percent and 50.4 percent respectively ranking the fea-
tures as “very important” (figure 3.7) Pictures were mostly 
ranked as “important,” social interaction was mostly split 
between “moderately important” and “important” and video 
was mostly ranked as “moderately important.” Looking at 
the survey results, it is clear that respondents value mobile 
Web sites that are easy to navigate and have a solid textual 
content. Additional content, such as pictures, video and 
social interaction, appears to be valued, but may be consid-
ered as extras to a structurally sound mobile Web site.

When asked about the preferred means to access a Web 
site on a mobile device, the results were mixed (figure 3.6). 
40.8 percent have no preference, 23.3 percent prefer a 
standard (full) version of a Web site, 19.2 percent prefer a 
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figure 3.3

figure 3.4
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figure 3.6

figure 3.5
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 Not important Slightly important Moderately important Important Very important

Text 8.8% 0.8% 6.4% 30.4% 50.4%

Pictures 8.0% 13.6% 18.4% 36.8% 20.0%

Video 17.6% 21.6% 25.6% 24.8% 4.8%

Social Interaction 16.0% 19.2% 27.2% 27.2% 7.2%

Ease of navigation 6.4% 1.6% 3.2% 16.8% 68.8%

figure 3.7

How important are the following features to a mobile Web site?

mobile version and 15.2 percent prefer to access content 
via an application. These results indicate the importance of 
having content available in various ways to suit the individu-
al preferences of the end user.

METHODS 
To determine possible methods of implementing a mobile 
Web site, articles, tutorials and the Drupal community were 
analyzed to find most common and best practices. 

The application and integration of a mobile component 
of The NewsHouse can be accomplished in various ways, 
each with varying degrees of difficulty and eventual output. 
The forms by which a mobile Web site can be created and 
served to a public can involve a number of technologies 
ranging from HTML and CSS, to PHP and Drupal themes 
and modules. By analyzing possible forms of mobile devel-
opment, The NewsHouse will be able to determine which 
form best matches their goals. 

CREATING A MOBILE SUB-DOMAIN 
Regardless of how The NewsHouse chooses to create its 
mobile component, the first step should be to create a 
sub-domain for the mobile version to exist in parallel to 
the standard version. A mobile sub-domain will allow The 

NewsHouse to further its brand identity, while alerting its 
viewers they are seeing a mobilized version of the Web 
site. For simplicity and to conform with current practices, it 
is suggested The NewsHouse designates this sub-domain 
m.thenewshouse.com or mobile.thenewshouse.com. 

RSS/CSS-styling 
One method for creating a mobile version of TheNews-
House.com would employ a technology the Web site is 
already utilizing: RSS feeds. The NewsHouse is employing 
RSS feeds to distribute its newest content for each of its 
categories and all of its blogs. These RSS feeds can be 
used with PHP to create a mobile version of the Web site 
stylized through CSS for better display on mobile devices.
   
To aggregate the RSS feeds and display HTML a Feed 
parser should be used. SimplePie is a free, open-source 
PHP code library that can be configured to transform RSS 
feeds into usable HTML content. SimplePie allows the 
designer to pass a variable that will determine the number 
of articles that will be returned with each PHP call, allowing 
for customization of content-depth. In a mobile environ-
ment where ease of navigation should be a major priority, 
this feature could assist in assuring the mobile user is not 
overwhelmed. 
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The NewsHouse RSS feeds return content and XML meta-
content through an organized structure of div and span ids 
and classes. The identification of this meta-content would 
allow a style sheet to properly structure the layout and 
hierarchy of the RSS content — by formatting titles, resizing 
images and styling links. 

Although The NewsHouse is already utilizing RSS feeds, 
certain changes would be needed to ensure the experience 
for mobile visitors is optimal. Displaying drop quotes and 
extensive picture captions within the text of the document 
could created discordant articles as this information com-
petes for attention in an environment with minimal screen 
real estate.   

Another challenge to this practice is that only a summarized 
version of articles is currently offered through The News-
House’s RSS feeds. Some mobile visitors may dislike being 
re-directed to the original article, outside the mobile-styled 
environment, when they desire to read the full article. The 
NewsHouse would need to evaluate their desire to maintain 
only summaries with their desire to provide mobile content 
through this means. 

Additional Sources: 
http://simplepie.org/ 
http://css-tricks.com/create-a-slick-iphonemobile-interface-
from-any-rss-feed/ 
http://www.mnot.net/rss/tutorial/ 

Mobify 
Mobify is a service that assists in the designing and imple-
mentation of mobile Web sites. It is used by companies 
like CSS-tricks.com and Six Revisions. Mobify allows a Web 
site to create a mobile-friendly version of its site, as long 
as that site uses a CMS (Drupal, Wordpress, Joomla) that 
generates well-formed HTML and predictable URL patterns. 
Mobify provides a WYSIWYG environment to layout content, 
although the company does suggest users have a firm 
knowledge of CSS in order to properly style all page ele-
ments. 

The Mobify design platform inherits the master CSS rules 
of the Web site, allowing the user to configure the mobile 
version of the Web site while still maintaining the aesthetic 
choices of the original site. This function allows the mobile 
version to establish itself as an extension of the original site 
and not as a disparate entity, maintaining brand identity. 
Mobify allows the final product to be hosted from custom 
domain in the style of m.thewnewshouse.com.  

Mobify is a free service at its basic plan, although Mobify 
links are provided in the footer and header of the mobile 
version. Analytics and the removal of the Mobify links are 
offered at around $25 dollars a month, while the $100 Mo-
bify plan offers support, ad-serving, and additional security.   

Additional Sources: 
http://www.mobify.me/ 
http://mashable.com/2009/11/26/mobile-web-design/ 
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Drupal Theme-Switching 
One of the greatest advantages of Drupal is the open-
source community involved in maintaining and extend-
ing the code. It should come as no surprise then that the 
community has created a number of modules and themes 
to dynamically render content for mobile devices. Although 
consensus has not been reached among the Drupal com-
munity about which technology best constructs a mobile 
Web site, certain Drupal technologies have gained promi-
nence and respect among community members. 

One technology is simple theme-switching.  This process 
allows for the administrators to set mobile themes to be 
employed for specific browsers. This process necessitates 
the installation of the Browscap module. The Browscap 
module is an extension of PHP’s get_browser() function. 
The module would allow The NewsHouse to designate 
which theme is implemented for each browser. If a browser 
was determined to be a mobile version a mobile theme 
would be provided.  The module allows for these developer 
choices to made within the current CMS after it is installed.   

Through this process The NewsHouse could alter one of the 
popular mobile themes in the Drupal community to match 
their needs and implement it swiftly. However, this process 
does not allow for the user to ‘opt out’ of the mobile version 
of the website. Given the strong desire for the standard ver-
sion of the website among respondents of our survey, this 
situation is not ideal. Mobile users would be locked into the 
mobile version. 

Additional Sources: 
http://drupal.org/project/mobile_theme 
http://drupal.org/theme-guide/6 

Mobile Tools and Siruna 
By implementing additional modules to be used with a 
mobile theme, The NewsHouse would be able to create two 
instances of the site, one standard version and one mobile 
version. This would allow users to choose which version 
they preferred. One technology is provided by Siruna.  Siru-
na is a company that assists in mobile web development, 
and although the company charges for its services, it has 
released an open module that allows for redirection to a 
mobile-themed sub-domain.   

The Mobile Tools module would require the installation 
of the Browscap module and the Wurfl module. The Wurfl 
module allows for device detection so content can be best 
served to unique devices. Mobile Tools allows for automatic 
theme-switching based on device type and redirection to a 
mobile Web site. Mobile Tools also includes a prompt that 
alerts mobile browsers of the existence of a mobile version 
of the site, if automatic switching is not desired, allowing 
users to choose which version best suits their desires. 

Mobile Tools does not include a mobile theme with its 
distribution. The developers instead suggest that a copy of 
the current theme be modified to enhance its mobile capa-
bilities. This  development is, in effect, what the company 
offers through its service. The NewsHouse would need to 
either pay for this service, adapt their own theme, or adapt 
a mobile theme to fit their needs.   

Siruna also offers a free service, Osmobi, to aid in the cre-
ation of a mobile Web site, although its features and page 
loads are limited.  An unlimited package is offered for $45 
a month. 
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Additional Sources: 
http://drupal.org/node/459686 
http://www.siruna.com/ 
http://www.osmobi.com/ 

Mobile Plugin 
Mobile Plugin is an open-source solution that provides an 
optimized version of Drupal sites for mobile visitors. The 
plugin, in combination with the Wurfl module, allows for 
page redirection and theme-switching. The plugin also 
includes a block for the user to choose between the mobile 
version and the standard version of the Web site. Using the 
Wurfl module, Mobile Plugin can be used to render content 
dependent on device, diminishing device-specific display 
issues. Devices can also be grouped to allow browsers with 
similar rendering specifications to be targeted en masse, 
instead of individually, thus decreasing the amount of work 
needed. 

The use of Mobile Plugin would allow administrators to 
designate which parts of the original site were displayed to 
mobile users, allowing the mobile site to become a unique 
mobilized version of the site and not simply a paired-down, 
simplified version of the original site. The plugin allows for 
removing Javascript and CSS from the mobile Web site to 
avoid inappropriate effects created in a mobile environ-
ment. The plug-in furthers its mobile focus by stripping you-
tube embedded YouTube videos of content and replacing 
them with thumbnails and links to m.youtube.com versions 
of the content. 

Mobile Plugin requires a mobile theme to be implemented 
on the mobile Web site, and though the the plugin is not 
accompanied by a theme, mobile_garland is suggested as a 
useful theme. Mobile_garland is a mobilized version of the 
popular garland theme. Mobile_garland could further be 
styled and refined to create a Web site consistent with the 
look of the full The NewsHouse Web site. 

For this report, DUO Consulting, a Chicago-based IT firm 
familiar with Drupal site building, was contacted to deter-
mine possible costs of a mobile implementation through 
these means. Director of Development Tony Rizzo said, that 
although he could not determine the exact price the firm 
would charge The NewsHouse for this process, he believed 
the operation would start in the $25,000–$30,000 range. 

Additional Sources: 
http://drupal.org/node/458912 
http://drupal.org/project/mobile_garland 
http://drupal.org/theme-guide/6 

BEST PRACTICES 
Implementing a mobile version of any standard Web site is 
an important consideration to make in an age of growing 
mobile device usage. A mobile version of the site for The 
NewsHouse would provide its users a quick way to access 
the news, information and entertainment available on The-
NewsHouse.com on their mobile devices.

Although the variety of functions in mobile devices makes 
it difficult to cater to the needs of all mobile users, particu-
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larly in the devices’ operating systems and capabilities, sets 
of best practices for mobile Web integration exist to provide 
the easiest and most useful solution to users.

Methods
Through Internet research and interviews with Glass, a list 
of best practices for presentation of The NewsHouse mobile 
Web site was created. 

Brand identity
One of the primary things to consider for a mobile Web site 
is the development and maintenance of a consistent brand 
identity between the standard version of the site and the 
mobile version. As seen in the mockup, the  logo and color 
scheme of the standard site has been implemented into the 
mobile version in order to maintain consistency between 
the two. Also, the labels for each section of navigation have 
been kept the same to prevent any confusion on the part of 
the user, someone who may visit the standard site frequent-
ly and be familiar with those terms.

User goals
An important consideration to make when implementing 
a mobile Web site is the differing goals of the mobile user 
versus those of the standard Web site visitor. In a general 
sense, mobile users are looking for a more immediate ex-
perience, which means it is most effective to provide them 
with the information in an up-front and simple way, while 
still keeping the meaning of the content unchanged from 
the standard site. In order to accomplish this, the mobile 
site design must be free of unnecessary hindrances, such 
as large images or unnecessary advertisements. As seen 
in the mockup of The NewsHouse mobile site, the simple 
design allows immediate access to information for the user 
in a simple format.

Text and news stories
Due to the more immediate expectations of the mobile Web 
user, we recommend leaving large areas of text off of the 

mobile home page. Keeping text at a minimum provides not 
only space to provide more types of information to the user, 
such as links to more stories, but also saves loading time 
and possibly money for the consumer if they pay for the 
amount of data loaded to their device.  

For The NewsHouse mobile site, we recommend display-
ing only the headlines of each story, with no further teaser 
or description of the content. This presentation style may 
cut down on a reader’s understanding of each story from 
its title, the trade-off for fast load time and simple design 
makes this the best route to take. Once the link is clicked 
on the mobile home page, the story should not be cut down 
in size, just presented in simple text format on its own page. 

One other consideration to make regarding story presenta-
tion is to split the stories into smaller pages for viewing on 
a mobile device. Splitting the text into smaller pages cuts 
down on load time, and an option to “view full article” can 
be placed to facilitate user navigation.  

Images
In its “Mobile Web Best Practices,” W3C recommends im-
ages be used as sparingly as possible on mobile Web sites, 
and that when they are used they be resized to be signifi-
cantly smaller as to not interfere with the presentation of 
the rest of the page. Images that are too large or presented 
at too high a resolution take more time to load, which can 
cause frustration for the user time-wise or financially. While 
it may seem simple, leaving image captions out of the mo-
bile site saves even more display space and users’ time.  

For TheNewsHouse.com, images play an important role in 
some of the storytelling, so in some cases losing images 
completely would take away from the mobile site. The best 
solution to this problem would be to link to the image-laden 
pieces (such as slideshows) in separate pages, reducing 
the load time and preventing their interference on the rest 
with the rest of site. On the mockup (figures 3.8 and 3.9.), 
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the image for the primary story in each subsection has 
been resized to fit the screen and it is the only image on the 
page so it would not negatively affect mobile load time.  

Video
Video hosting is an area mobile Web developers have had 
trouble with in the recent past. While many online videos 
are shown using Adobe’s Flash Player, at this point in time 
there has been no mobile application that can play videos 
in this format. Currently, the most commonly used format 
for mobile video hosting is YouTube, which The NewsHouse 
now uses along with hosting some videos on Vimeo and JW 
Player.

Because TheNewsHouse.com partially relies on video for 
site traffic, the site must solve the problem of mobile vid-
eo hosting. Adobe, on Nov. 17, released its beta version of 
Flash Player 10.1, which they have developed to play on 
mobile devices. The current beta version does not fully sup-
port mobile use, but support for mobile devices is sched-
uled to be released according to the following schedule:

PalmOS — December 2009
Android 2.0 — Early 2010
Blackberry, Windows Mobile, Symbian — 2010

No current support is planned for Apple mobile devices 
such as the iPhone and iPod Touch, which is curious consid-
ering recent data shows that 64.81 percent of mobile Web 
usage in the U.S. is through an Apple device. Combined 
with our results which show that 36 percent of responders 
currently use an Apple device as their primary Web-enabled 
mobile device and 32 percent of respondents plan to pur-
chase one of these devices in the future, The NewsHouse 
needs to find a solution that works on these particular 
devices first and foremost.  

Until Flash Player 10.1 is fully functional for mobile devices, 
the recommended video host for The NewsHouse is still 

YouTube. The YouTube player provides the widest support 
for now on mobile devices, although the functionality is still 
not perfect. For full implementation into a mobile site, The 
NewsHouse infrastructure would have to store its video files 
only on YouTube, while leaving Vimeo and JW Player behind. 
Particularly if the “Mobile Plugin” option is chosen from the 
Means of Mobile Web Implementation section of the report, 
YouTube provides the simplest and easiest way to host 
videos on The NewsHouse.

Navigation
A final important distinction between the standard ver-
sion of the site and a potential mobile version is the ease 
of navigation. W3C reports a good mobile site must find a 
balance between providing too much of a barrier to infor-
mation and also confusing its users by providing too much 
navigation on one page.

W3C research shows that forcing users to click through 
three or more links to find what they want confuses and 
frustrates them to the point that they will leave the site and 
possibly not return. On the other hand, keeping too many 
links on one page as opposed to truncating the informa-
tion into manageable sections can also frustrate and annoy 
users.

For TheNewsHouse.com, the mockup shows that the 
navigation would be the most usable if presented as a list 
of simple links for each of the subheadings provided on 
the standard version of the site. The basic listing of these 
subsections in boxes vertically down the page keeps the 
homepage from being cluttered and allows easy access to 
stories for the user. As each navigation section is clicked, 
the section will expand while the other collapses, keeping 
the home page clean and simple on the user’s device.
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Additional sources: 
Mobile web usage statistics from
http://www.webdevelopersnotes.com/articles/mobile-web-
browser-usage-statistics.php

Mobile web best practices 1.0 from http://www.w3.org/TR/
mobile-bp/

COST-BENEFIT ANALYSIS
The S.I. Newhouse School for Public Communications 
is already teaching many of the technologies previously 
mentioned in the means of implementation section of this 
paper, so utilizing in-house sources is a viable option.  Us-
ing services such as Mobify, The NewsHouse could quickly 
create a mobile version, but the continuous subscription of 
these services would quickly aggregate.  As previously men-
tioned, the costs of Drupal theme development and mobile 
Web site creation may be out of the immediate means of 
The NewsHouse.  Less expensive means of mobile Web 
site creation are less than ideal for the reasons previously 
mentioned. 

FINAL RECOMMENDATION
Newhouse has already demonstrated a desire for students 
to learn HTML, CSS and PHP by offering classes in these 
technologies. Furthermore, The NewsHouse has backed 
Drupal as a content management system. As the need 
for journalistic skill sets becomes broader for burgeoning 
media creators, it is in the best interest of students to learn 
non-traditional journalistic skills. For this reason, Newhouse 
could be best suited by creating a team of students who 
are interested in learning these technologies and using that 
team to implement a mobile Web site. 

See figures 3.8 and 3.9 for an example of what the mobile 
version of TheNewsHouse.com could look like.
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figure 3.8
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figure 3.9
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SOCIAL MEDIA
Track outbound links to The NewsHouse’s Facebook fan 
page.

RATIONALE 
As of Nov. 30, 2009, traffic coming to TheNewsHouse.com 
from Facebook accounted for 21.22 percent of incoming 
traffic — second only to direct traffic to the site as the most 
popular way to access The NewsHouse. The NewsHouse 
has set up a Facebook fan page on which it posts individual 
stories that link a user back to TheNewsHouse.com. On 
Nov. 30, 2009, The NewsHouse’s Facebook fan page only 
had 181 fans registered to receive the newsfeed.

In looking over the Google Analytics site overlay option 
for TheNewsHouse.com, no numbers are currently being 
generated for clicks on the social media links (figure 4.1). 
The screenshot of the site overlay at the bottom of the 
page shows that there are numbers being generated from 
the links on the left, but under the heading “BE SOCIAL,” 
nothing is being tracked.

While it’s clear from the inbound traffic numbers that there 
is traffic to the site being generated from Facebook, it’s 
impossible to know whether the links at the bottom of the 
page are being used to optimize The NewsHouse’s social 
networking reach. With hard data on how those links at the 

bottom of the site are being used, it could be determined 
in the future how to fully optimize The NewsHouse’s social 
media options. Currently, the site is registering any click 
on a link that leaves TheNewsHouse.com as simply an exit 
point without defining where users are going. Fixing this 
problem and tracking when users are clicking the social 
networking links at the bottom of the site and how often 
they’re being used can help TheNewsHouse.com determine 
whether its current way of attracting users to the various 
social media sites is working. This solution will also help 
determine, if there are changes — such as size or position 
— to these links in the future, how effective any changes 
would be. 

METHOD
Google Analytics currently doesn’t offer a standard way 
to manually track outbound links. In order to track these 
outbound links, some code has to be placed within the 
site code to tell Google Analytics to start tracking specified 
outbound links. This is done with JavaScript.

A standard HTML link within the site for the Facebook fan 
page would look like this:

<a href=“http://www.facebook.com/pages/

Newshouse/79929803701”>

The above link, when clicked on, will take a user directly 
to The NewsHouse’s Facebook fan page. To begin tracking 

recommendation 4
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when and how often this happens, the following code needs 
to be added inside the href:

onClick=“javascript: pageTracker._

trackPageview(‘/outgoing/

http://www.facebook.com/pages/

Newshouse/79929803701’);”

With the JavaScript added after the first URL, the entire 
code should look like this:

<a href=“http://www.facebook.

com/pages/Newshouse/79929803701” 

onClick=“javascript: pageTracker._

trackPageview(‘/outgoing/ 

http://www.facebook.com/pages/

Newshouse/79929803701’);”>

This code would need to be added above the Google 
Analytics code on each page of the site. Within 24-48 
hours after implementing this code on The NewsHouse, 
Google Analytics will begin giving tracking information on 
how often the Facebook fan page link is being used. This 
code, however, can be used on a bigger scale to track all 
social media links into one directory. Each social media 
link would require its own set of JavaScript code to track 
individual users navigating to the social media sites, but all 
the information could be displayed in Google Analytics in 
one directory.

Tracking clicks in this manner would require a simple 
modification to each JavaScript code added to the site. With 
the code for the Facebook fan page implemented, each 
click on the link will go into the user-defined directory called 
“outgoing.” To track all social media links, “/outgoing” 
could be changed to “/socialmedia.” For example:

<a href=“http://www.facebook.

com/pages/Newshouse/79929803701” 

onClick=“javascript: pageTracker._

trackPageview(‘/outgoing/ 

http://www.facebook.com/pages/

Newshouse/79929803701’);”>

Would change to:
<a href=“http://www.facebook.

com/pages/Newshouse/79929803701” 

onClick=“javascript: pageTracker._

trackPageview(‘/socialmedia/ 

http://www.facebook.com/pages/

Newshouse/79929803701’);”>

The tracking code for a different social media site, for 
example Twitter, would look like this:

<a href=“http://www.twitter.com/newshouse” 

onClick=“javascript: pageTracker._

trackPageview(‘/socialmedia/http://

twitter.com/newshouse’);”>

figure 4.1
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Checking the results of this code implementation will be 
important to determine how effective the social media links 
are. To see the Analytics for these codes, follow these steps:

 1. Login to Google Analytics
 2. Select “Traffic Sources” in the left sidebar
 3. Click on “Campaigns”
 4. Select the campaign name. In this case, it would 
  be “/socialmedia”

COST-BENEFIT ANALYSIS
The cost of implementing the manual outbound links 
tracking code is minimal. A developer would take about 
five minutes to plug in the URLs in each code and place 
it into the coding for the site. With eight social media 
sites being linked from TheNewsHouse.com, it would take 
approximately 40 minutes to create and implement the 
manual outbound links code. The total cost of 40 minutes 
of work would be less than $20.

The cost of not implementing these codes could end up 
being much more. The purpose of sending users to these 
social media sites is to put them in a position to follow 
TheNewsHouse.com. The idea, then, would be that users 
who follow TheNewsHouse.com are more likely return to the 
site. If Google AdSense is implemented into the site, more 
return users means there is more potential for them to click 
on ads, and since clicks turn into revenue TheNewsHouse.
com, missing what could be a large numbers of repeat 
users, which could be in the hundreds of dollars.

Facebook is the second-most popular way users access 
The NewsHouse, but the real insight here is the value of 
understanding how social media sites generally affect 
traffic to The NewsHouse stories. From the standpoint of 
site design, we need to better understand how to optimize 
links to social media within the site’s story pages.

Ignoring social media sites as traffic drivers would be a 

costly mistake for the site. According to paidcontent.org, 
Facebook is the second-highest traffic source to MySpace, 
and MySpace accounts for the third-highest traffic source 
to Facebook. If users could find The NewsHouse on both 
social media sites, these increase the probability of users 
returning to TheNewsHouse.com.

While we do not know what new social media sites might 
arise, we do know that developing a clear procedure tied 
to measurable results is crucial for the ongoing success of 
TheNewsHouse.com.
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NEW INTERACTIVE STRUCTURES 
Add new interactive structures to accompany content in 
articles. 

RATIONALE
Defining interactivity 
A survey of Newhouse faculty and staff demonstrated that 
there is no clear definition of interactivity to guide the de-
sign and the assessment of the site. 

Some faculty defined interactivity as a collection of several 
structures on a website, ranging from social media icons to 
comment boxes. Other defined interactivity as a “lifestyle” 
or method of staying connected to news through technol-
ogy.  The number and variety of definitions is an indication 
of an unclear concept of interactivity and its goals.  For the 
purposes of this report, we define interactivity as:

Any feature that allows users to further engage 
with page structures and total number of pages on 
a Web site. This definition emphasizes increased 
user engagement and time spent on site as inter-
activity’s primary objectives. 

Current interactive features 
Currently, The NewsHouse uses a basic set of interactive 
structures: 
 
 •Tag clouds 
 •Sharing via email  
 •Social networking sites,  
 •User comments                                                                 

Figure 5.1 shows that users most commonly interact with 
The NewsHouse’s comment boxes and events calendar. 
Additionally, e-mailing articles to friends and student 

logins offer some potential for user engagement but are not 
fully optimized.  

The low number of clicks for tag clouds and RSS feeds 
shows a possible disinterest among readers in related sto-
ries about an article. However, tags appearing in larger font 
types receive clicks, which may indicate a weakness of tag 
clouds as interactive structures. Based on the high number 
of comments popular stories received, users appear more 
likely to engage with content through online discussion and 
e-mail rather than tags, related stories and newsfeeds. 

A note about this data: despite the usefulness of Google 
Analytics, its Site Overlay feature remains limited and un-
able to track the number of clicks for certain interactive 
structures on a Web page. 

Interactive Feature Average Clicks 

Comments 28

Calendar of Events    12 *
Email Article to Friend 2

Student Login 1.3

Tag Cloud >1

RSS Feeds 0

recommendation 5

* Total number of clicks, not average; feature  
   that only occurs on one page. 

figure 5.1
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The NewsHouse interactive structures not included in this 
data are: 

 •Search Bar 
 •Social Network Icons 
 •Links in Articles 
 •Slideshows  
 •Twitter Feeds  
 •Video 

To read an analysis of user engagement and social network 
icons, please see “User-Generated Food Reviews” (page 31) 
and “Social Media” (page 26). 

METHOD
Google Analytics data indicate that the most widely used 
interactive structures are comments displayed with articles, 
e-mailing and events calendars.  Users are generating 
individual discussion about stories and events rather than 
exploring related content.  Based on this trend, we recom-
mend interactive structures that allow users to further 
discuss and engage with content in articles. Currently, us-
ers spend an average time of 5:29 on The NewsHouse site. 
Implementation of new interactive structures and services 
could allow for a possible increase in user engagement. 

Evident in the low number of clicks tags clouds and RSS 
Feeds received, priority should be given to interactive 
structures that will increase participation among users with 
content. To generate further discussion and engagement 
with The NewsHouse stories, we recommend the following 
interactive services:  
 
Participation mechanisms
 •Feature for user suggestions on stories 
 •Social Networking discussion groups/forum posted   
  with stories 
 •System for posting UGC  (video and text)  

COST-BENFIT ANALYSIS 
The costs for adding new participation mechanism to The 
NewsHouse site will account for: 
 
 •80–120 hours of web development 
 •A series of meetings to prioritize interactive features 
 •80 hours to augment and measure all structures 
 •Analysis of user engagement with social networking  
  icons. 

(See page 26 for additional costs.)
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USER-GENERATED FOOD REVIEWS
Add user-generated Pub & Grub reviews.

RATIONALE 
Glass has said the Pubs & Grub section of The NewsHouse 
is not visible enough and lacks audience awareness. This 
feature of The NewsHouse was an afterthought during the 
original planning phases, merely thrown in with the Calen-
dar feature the initial research groups demanded. Despite 
this drawback, the Pubs & Grub section is one of the most 
rapidly growing due to an assignment that calls for each of 
the students in ICC 300/600 Web Journalism & Innovation 
to contribute a thorough restaurant review. On Oct. 6, 2009, 
nearly 20 local reviews went live on the site. A similar jump 
can be expected for the spring 2010 academic semester. 

With The NewsHouse’s official launch in August 2009, 
Glass said two of the key areas where he hopes to see 
growth for the site were “stickiness” (time on site, 3:56 
since Aug. 31) and user interaction (total comments, 88 
since August 2009). Glass acknowledged that the Pubs & 
Grub section can fit into that goal, citing user voting and 
rechecking to see how others comment and vote. 

The unique shelf-life of a restaurant review combined with 
the subjective nature of the content creates the perfect 
opportunity to open the site up to user-generated content. 
The concept has been deployed by popular entities like 
Yelp, Inc. (Over 25 million users access Yelpl per month and 
the site features over 2.3 million user reviews as of Febru-
ary 2008). If the potential for furthering The NewsHouse’s 
goals is enough, user-generated reviews could also allow 
the site to increase its overall traffic and web presence.

A total of 209 local individuals were surveyed from Dec. 
1–12, 2009 about their habits when seeking out restau-

rant information. Results showed a majority of respondents 
clearly prefer their restaurant information from peers (See 
figure 6.1.) Sixty-four percent of respondents preferred user-
generated reviews when asked to choose between that or 
critically authored reviews. 

Seventy-five percent of respondents said their main source 
for restaurant information in Syracuse was word of mouth 
over local media outlets such as Syracuse.com and The 
Post-Standard, The Daily Orange and The NewsHouse 
(Google was the next with 43 percent [See figure 6.2.])
 
Despite the lack of awareness for The NewsHouse in this 
regard, their Pubs & Grub content has good search engine 
presence (see figure 6.3.) After reviewing the Analytics and 
determining the top five Pub & Grub pages (“top” defined 
as most pageviews) as of Nov. 30, nearly all of them are re-

recommendation 6 Restaurant Review Author Preference

26%

User Reviews

Critic Opinions

No Preference

64%
10%

figure 6.1
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turned within the first two pages of results when searching 
“[Restaurant name] Syracuse” in Google (see figure 6.3).

Note the low rank among all The NewsHouse pages and low 
number of overall pageviews for these reviews, yet they may 
be among the pages with the highest SER rank for The New-
sHouse. These numbers can only improve if traffic to the 
Pubs & Grubs increases by turning it into a social network. 
From the same survey referenced above, nearly 60 percent 
of respondents said they at least “rarely contribute” restau-
rant reviews online after having a strong (either positive or 

negative) dining experience (46 percent rarely, 10 percent 
more often than not, 3 percent almost always).  When such 
a small number of pageviews can increase your Google 
rank so drastically, a few rarely contributed reviews can 
help attract that 43 percent of respondents using Google 
search to The NewsHouse Pubs & Grubs section.

Additional sources: http://www.quantcast.com/yelp.com 

 http://news.cnet.com/8301-13577_3-9880723-36.html?
part=rss&subj=news&tag=2547-1_3-0-5)

figure 6.2
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METHOD
The changes need to happen in both the workflow and 
presentation. The workflow aspect revolves around altering 
the ICC300/600 Pubs & Grub assignment. Currently, stu-
dents select one restaurant in class then report and write a 
thorough review of it (an experience they fund themselves) 
as an outside assignment, ultimately storing the content 
by creating a new individual page within the Pubs & Grub 
section. 

To adapt for user-generated reviews, the new workflow be-
gins by splitting this assignment into two parts. 

Part one would involve students being assigned a restau-
rant they would research in order to compile a small profile 

(a Google map with directions, link to their homepage, 
hours of operation, cuisine type, relative price and a few 
other specs like parking, Wi-Fi, accessibility) then store that 
content by creating a new individual page within the Pubs & 
Grub section. 

Part two of the assignment would then require students 
to report on a restaurant that one of their peers created a 
page for in part one. Rather than writing a thorough review, 
students would submit a user-review (defined by a more 
editorial style text and a length that does not exceed more 
than two to three paragraphs) in the comments section in 
the pre-existing page. 

The new content change can be enhanced with a layout 

figure 6.4
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change of Pubs & Grub reviews. The 
current state is very text heavy and 
looks like a traditional article one could 
find in other areas of the site (See fig-
ure 6.4.) The proposed layout will have 
the “critical” content limited to the in-
formational section atop the page (now 
functioning more like a lead graphic) 
and the dominant text focus on the 
page coming in the comments sec-
tion (see the proposed templates from 
the Web sites Yelp [figure 6.5] and 
Menuism [figure 6.6]). Students can 
then promote their experience with the 
restaurant through social networks and 
encourage others to add their opinions 
in the comment section as well. 

COST-BENEFIT ANALYSIS
The cost of implementing the workflow and presentation 
changes is negligible. Workers are already in place and 
the current content management system has the capabil-
ity to shift to this style of presentation.

By not realizing the full potential of the Pubs & Grub sec-
tion, there is potential advertising money not being made. 
The Daily Orange’s two student advertising directors, 
Adam Schatz and Kelsey Hoffman, estimate at least two 
to three local food businesses advertise with the publica-
tion daily and nine to 10 weekly.  Based on their business 
last spring, they estimate local food businesses spend 
about $1,000 on advertising each semester. Individual 
restaurant ads have been ranging from $60 to $150 with 
an average nearing $100. If nine businesses take out the 
average ad size each week, The NewsHouse.com could 
be ignoring roughly $900 in advertising revenue weekly 
by neglecting to recruit those businesses.  

figures 6.5 and 6.6
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MAXIMIZING THE TAIL’S VALUE 
Assess news items’ long-term impact on the site’s pageview 
statistic and find ways to maximize this figure.

RATIONALE
The total value of a news story posted online amounts to 
much more than its initial draw. Every story has the poten-
tial of garnering a high amount of traffic as the pageviews 
of the content’s “long tail” eventually accrue to a value that 
converges and surpasses the amount of visitors a news 
item garnered at its peak period.

Currently, the news item with the highest number of pa-
geviews on The NewsHouse, “Filling the Dome: Syracuse vs. 
Minnesota,” exhibits this behavior. Even with a peak con-
sisting of 1,430 pageviews, the top story’s tail will surpass 
its peak within two years of its posting if the tail continues 
to grow at the rate it did from Sept. 9 to Nov. 28, 2009 (ap-
proximately 1.3 users per day).

Using this understanding of the peak as a story’s initial 
audience half-life, we can examine the “tail” of the posted 
news item as the more valuable performance indicator of 
the story’s worth in the long-run. Furthermore, if this trend 
occurs in the site’s top news items, the tail’s value will con-
stitute a higher proportion of pageviews among news sto-
ries that garner less pageviews during their peak periods.

For the purposes of this report, we define a news story’s 
tail period as beginning two days after the item’s pageview 
peak. The news item’s peak period lasts from the item’s 
posted date until the beginning of the tail period.

Our study looks at the five top items according to The New-
sHouse’s Google Analytics Report for Nov. 29, 2009. Using 
pageviews as its metric, the study will examine each story’s 

audience distribution between the tail and peak while 
micro-segmenting these two periods through three differ-
ent dimensions: geographic locations, user navigation and 
traffic sources.

Problem behavior
The bounce rate of the current top five stories at TheNew-
sHouse.com measures at about 52.39 percent, meaning 
that more than half of the users who viewed the page came 
from a source outside of TheNewsHouse.com and moved 
on to a different site. Bounces occur when the user only 
accesses a single page in a session with the site before 
navigating to another site. This rate generally indicates 
what percentage of users do not find the content of a 
certain page or its links to other site content relevant to 
their interests. Deeper site exploration leads to a higher 
probability that users will find and share relevant content 
in TheNewsHouse.com as a whole, maximizing the value 
of each session. This level of engagement with the content 
also increases the likelihood that users will return to the 
site later and that more users within that user’s social circle 
will access relevant information with TheNewsHouse.com.

Causes of problem behavior
Users increasingly rely on the proven relevance of search 
engine results, such as those of Google’s organic content. 
For the top five news items so far, Google contributes less 
than 10 percent of all referring sources. The lack of ac-
cessibility mentioned in “Meta tags/semantic structures” 
(page 6) suggests that these news items lack the proper 
metadata to appear in relevant search results. News items’ 
peak traffic contains less search engine referrals than their 
tail traffic.

The tail period is also more likely to contain pageviews that 
are part of a session where the users visited at least two 
different pages. This trend shows that users who access 
older content tend to comply with the preferred behavior 
of deeper exploration, making the tail period of every news 

recommendation 7
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item the best locus for rendering higher page depth in more 
sessions.

METHOD
To improve the numbers of tail pageviews, and thus host 
qualitatively better sessions than peak sessions, The New-
sHouse needs a better system of interlinking its archived 
content. Three of the five top items link to each other on 
the basis of authorship. This process links news content in 
a relevant manner, as discussed in “Photo optimization” 
on page 9. Similar systems of semantic interlinking should 
exist to maximize each news item’s value.

The NewsHouse’s Drupal “Tags” and “Categories” link news 
items primarily on the basis of chronology rather than on 
the basis of relevance. Clicking on a tag or category leads 
to a results page containing the latest posted items that 
match a specific tag, which is only composed of a single 
keyword. A sensible system of linking material to each other 
in terms of relevance should exist as well. Aside from this 
tagging system, The NewsHouse should also offer a practi-
cal set of links to pre-existing news items that relate to the 
article’s content as whole, rather than on single-keyword 
matches ranked by post time.

To achieve this linking system with older items, an editor 
or producer should seek out the most popular items and 
begin providing links to the most relevant content on each 
item’s page. With new items, the site’s administrators may 
require new assignments’ editors or writers to research 
relevant news items on The NewsHouse and include links 
to the three most closely related items with the news story. 
Students can use all of the news tags together in an “and” 
keyword search within TheNewsHouse.com to find the most 
relevant content. Eventually, page templates should involve 
this linking process in its dynamic framework.

“Meta tags/semantic structures” (page 6) addresses the 
issues of SEO in the context of making structural changes 

to the code’s metadata so that search engines can link the 
site and its content with appropriate keywords. Suggest-
ing structural protocals for in-bound links’ anchor text (i.e. 
relevant keywords such as a ”Syracuse University” for a 
campus story) from other sites can also help improve The 
NewsHouse’s delivery of relevant information. The top news 
item’s two main referring sources, Syracuse.com and blog.
syracuse.com, provided over 1,000 pageviews to this story. 
Partnering with these sites to optimize the link’s structure 
can effectively improve news items’ page rank for relevant 
keyword searches in Google.

Social networks constitute the highest value of referring 
traffic sources so far, dominating both peak and tail periods 
of all 5 stories with the exception of the top story. “Social 
media” (page 26) discusses ways to improve social net-
works’ impact on the site’s traffic, suggesting concrete ways 
to optimize this referring source.

COST-BENEFIT ANALYSIS 
These improvements do not cost anything to implement 
other than the current salary of the site’s producers. The 
process of linking current and older news content to other 
relevant items can be quite time-consuming, which is why 
we suggest a piece-wise approach that shares the work 
among as many of The NewsHouse’s writers, editors and 
producers as possible. These exercises prepare students 
for careers in new media writing, editing and production by 
equipping them with skills to post content that is semanti-
cally organized and search-engine optimized.

This practice will produce a more closely related web of 
news items that users will be more willing to explore. With 
the advent of the semantic web, the long-term goal should 
be to automate this process and simplify its implementa-
tion. Until then, The NewsHouse will have a considerable 
advantage in how the online publication organizes and 
interlinks its archived content.
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figure 7.1

SITE STRUCTURE’S EFFECT ON USERS’ BEHAVIOR

Improve the interlinking system within 
The NewsHouse’s archive to increase 
news items’ overall pageviews

Latest leading stories rotate from the the 
section pages to The NewsHouse home

Story migrates to the 
archive over time, 
where most users 
access it through search 
engines, Drupal tags, or 
related links
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figure 7.2

The tail contains a qualitatively better target 
audience than the peak. Tail users are more 
likely to read a news item and then search for 
other relevant items

The peak contains a high 
proportion of bounces as 
users read the main story 
and leave the site

Peak User Behavior: Tail User Behavior:
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CROSS SEGMENTATION 
Through cross segmentation, The NewsHouse needs to 
geographically detrmine who is viewing what site content 
and create content for those viewers.

RATIONALE
The NewsHouse needs to see if there are users who prefer 
certain content over the other, whether that be locals look-
ing at sports or west coasters reading the local news. The 
Newshouse also needed see how much time users are 
spending on a particular page. Perhaps, they want to read 
as much content as possible. If they are not spending too 
much time on an article, there must be a reason for it. 

By looking at the cross segmentation on Google Analytics, 
we have been able to analyze who is viewing what, and 
how long they are viewing it. From the data collected, it was 
found that there are viewers not only from Central New York 
but from across the United States and other parts of the 
world. These visitors are on the site for a brief time, looking 
at certain topics. Given that there are many viewers from all 
over the world, there should be content geared towards all 
of them.

Presented here are statistics and suggestions on how to 
generate more visits to TheNewsHouse.com

METHOD
In order to ensure that viewers can truly benefit from visit-
ing the site, there needs to be a better understanding of 
who is visiting the site and from which geological locations. 
Google Analytics data shows that there are 10 states that 
have the majority of the visitors to The NewsHouse. 

New York drew the most non-unique viewers with 5,878 
throughout the month of November 2009. California cames 

in at second with 433 non-unique viewers. Illinois, Mas-
sachusetts, Texas, New Jersey, Florida, Virginia, Pennsyl-
vania and Connecticut round out the top 10 list, averaging 
between 88–215 visitors to the home page. When these 
viewers visit the Web site, they spend an average time of 
3:09 and visit 3.1 pages.

Visitors from New York, particularly Onondaga County and 
the surrounding area, are most likely visiting the site be-
cause it has news that pertains to them. 

Syracuse University has alumni networks in the Los Angeles 
area. There are students who have the option of interning in 
LA. Users may visit the site to stay updated on what is going 
on around campus or in the community. However, accord-
ing to Analytics, there are visitors from northern California, 
in cities such as Sacramento. Perhaps, some alumni live in 
that region or there are students from that region who have 
family living on the west coast and told them about The 
NewsHouse. 

For the other states, there are alumni networks in the north-
eastern states like Pennsylvania and New Jersey, accord-
ing to the Syracuse Univeristy Web site. It is possible that 
many students and alumni reside in those states. Parents 
of these students may be visiting the site to see the work 
their sons or daughters have created. In Pennsylvania and 
New Jersey, however, there are many towns and cities that 
Syracuse students come from and where alumni may live. 
By reaching out to all of these users, The NewsHouse will 
be able to generate more visitors.

More than likely, there are a large number of students 
from states that are not mentioned on the Analytics list of 
the most visitors to The NewsHouse.com. With its athletic 
program and most of its academic programs, Syracuse 
University attracts users from all over the country and the 
world. TheNewsHouse.com can benefit users from some 
southern and midwest states, and those on the west coast 
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besides California. In those states, there are small towns 
that students come from as well. The NewsHouse should 
account for these students for its content. 

What the site could consider doing for the students who 
live in small towns across the country is have news content 
geared toward them, such as breaking news regarding their 
hometowns. There are many students who do not know 
what is going on where they live. The NewsHouse can offer 
links to their respective newspapers. That way, students 
feel as if they are up to date on everything and as if they are 
never out of the loop. In return, the town’s newspaper can 
have information regarding something that the student from 
that town is involved in on campus, whether it is athletic 
or academic. This is another way to generate more visitors 
while paying attention to the students from states other 
than New York.

Moreover, while paying attention to the students of past 
and present and where they reside, the content delivered 
on the site is also relevant. In the case of the alumni, more 
news about alumni and job-seeking advice would benefit 
everyone by letting them know about steps they can take 
to get a job. Taking advantage of the use of blogs, having 
some alumni participating in a blog through the site to post 
ideas and advice on resumes and job seeking could bring 
more users to the site. 

Upgrading the content available to viewers that visit The 
NewsHouse would benefit the site and bring in more view-
ers. In the month of November, there were several stories 
that attracted the attention of viewers on The NewsHouse.  
There was interest in the story about Funk n Waffles as 
well as a story and video about Ira Glass. Some of these 
stories were headline stories on the Web site. Users from 
Los Angeles were looking at similar stories. There were 
some occasional clicks on sports content, but viewers were 
primarily looking at hard news stories. 

In Analytics, there is an option to look at the segmentation 
of other countries such as the United Kingdom. There are 
some university programs over there in which students are 
enrolled. From Sept. 1 to Oct. 1, 2009, there were 25 visits 
made from the United Kingdom, 16 of them from London. 
When these visitors came to the site, they too were looking 
at the news content. The content varied from sports news 
to hard news. During this time period, they visited one page 
and spent an average of 35 seconds on the site. 

These statistics are similar to the statistics on the visi-
tors who make visits from the United States. Since many 
of these visitors are only seeking certain news and only 
spending a limited time on the site, this could mean a few 
things about what viewers want from the site.

For one, users may be visiting the site to get a piece of 
Syracuse University because they cannot physically be 
there. If visitors are only reading the news content on the 
site, that statistic is an indication that they want to inquire 
about what is going on in the community. Once they get 
the information they are seeking, they leave. According to 
Analytics, they are specifically clicking on the headlines to 
these stories, usually the main stories. Something has to 
draw users to the site more than the news.

Something should bring users to The NewsHouse more fre-
quently and for longer than a couple of minutes. By making 
the site more relevant with interactive video features and 
audio, viewers would become more engaged in the site and 
would keep them on the site longer (see “New interactive 
structures, page 29). Also, by offering an interactive chat for 
alumni to connect with current students or recent gradu-
ates, there would be some connection between groups 
through the site. Instead of viewers from across the country 
or world visiting the site to get a piece of Syracuse, users 
will find a way to get involved and interact with the site. 
To elaborate on that point, this also could mean that us-
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ers are viewing this site as a primary news site. Although 
the site is supposed to be seen as the leading local news 
source, national news stories do appear on the site at 
times. However, users seem to only engage in the news 
that has to do with Syracuse University. Much of that news 
is campus-exclusive news. This is what The NewsHouse 
should focus on while making it more interactive for the 
viewers so they keep coming back and remain on the site 
for a longer amount of time.

In the end, more emphasis should be made on those users 
who view the site. Users are viewing the site from all over 
the country. Different users have different reasons for visit-
ing. There needs to be something done to keep them com-
ing back. Interaction with the site is one way that users will 
come back and get involved with the content on the site, 
while the content is geared towards users that visit the site 
from wherever they are. 

COST-BENEFIT ANALYSIS
In the process of cross segmentation, the cost benefits 
are unknown. The only investment that should be made is 
time to understand who is viewing the site and how often 
they are viewing it and its content. The NewsHouse should 
understand that there is a new audience out there. The 
Syracuse community is not te only community viewing the 
site, although this purpose may be for what the Web site is 
intended. Statistics show that The NewsHouse site has a 
global appeal. By creating viewer-specific content, the site 
will bring more visitors because it will have content from 
which viewers can benefit. 
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GOOGLE ADWORDS
Develop a procedure that optimizes the directing structures 
of The NewsHouse landing pages using Google AdWords 
through Google Grants. 

RATIONALE
The NewsHouse can use AdWords to drive quality traffic to 
its site.

In order to make The NewsHouse a “go-to” news source for 
both Syracuse University and the larger community, it needs 
to advertise. The benefits of ads include publicizing the site, 
drawing unique visitors and ultimately increasing the site’s 
traffic.

During the past three months (Sept 1–Dec.1, 2009), The 
NewsHouse had 15,442 total visits. Almost half (48.48 
percent) came from referring sites, while 15.81 percent 
were referred through search engines. This percentage only 
slightly increases (15.32 percent) when looking at the Ana-
lytics of the site during the past six months (June 1–Dec.1, 
2009).

Google is No. 3 in the site’s top traffic sources, bringing in 
the majority of visitors over other search engines. Google 

searches drew 3,371 visits, with 41.4 percent being new 
visits. Search terms varied but the most often searched 
term was “The NewsHouse” in some form, accounting for 
7.9 percent of the 23,198 total Google visits (June 1–Dec 1, 
2009).

In order to draw quality traffic, which is defined as users 
who will click to read story pages and then explore the site 
further by clicking on other pages, The NewsHouse can 
generate ads to reach more readers. 

Since Google is a top traffic site for The NewsHouse, 
implementing ads would maximize the benefits of Google. 
In other words, Google is already driving traffic to the site. 
Creating Google ads will generate even more traffic. 

Google Grants awards advertising grants within the Google 
AdWords programs, awarding free AdWords advertising to 
U.S. organizations with 501(c)(3) status. 

recommendation 9
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The use of AdWords would also allow The NewsHouse to 
examine the success of its ads through performance re-
ports and examine the conversion tracking and clickthrough 
rates. Lower-performing ads could be modified. 

METHOD
Four ads (two text ads, two image ads) were created using 
content already on The NewsHouse (an article on Ira Glass). 
In order to optimize these directing structures, the goal was 
to design them to be as specific as possible, both with the 
wording and the link imbedded in the ad. 

This ad provides a service (in this case the Ira Glass story) 
rather than simply advertising for the site generally and 
connecting them to The NewsHouse home page. Targeting 
visitors using specific content in the ads will attract quality 
traffic — if they are intrigued by the ad and the content ap-
peals to them, they will likely explore the site further.

Based on the results of keywords in the site’s Analytics, the 
ads included the words “The NewsHouse” or its logo. The 
subject of the story was included as well as a supporting 
detail. For example Ira Glass is the subject of the story, the 
supporting detail is he was at Syracuse University. The ads 
tested all included a variation of these guidelines. 

The effectiveness of the ads was tested, examining their 
design, clarity, appeal and most importantly, the likelihood 
of drawing readers to the landing page. They were tested 
against a control (a shortened URL to the story). The article 
itself was also tested, since people may hate the ads but 
like the article. A random sampling of 20 Syracuse Univer-
sity students (10 undergraduate students and 10 graduate 
students) completed the survey.

The results show that the text ad 2 (figure 9.2) was the 
winner. Although the image ads were seen as more exciting, 
they also confused people (figure 9.6). Text ad 2 was rated 
the highest in terms of being well-worded and informative, 
and people found it the least confusing of the ads. It also 
most accurately reflected the landing page to which it was 
linked. The majority of respondents stated they expected to 
be shown an article on Ira Glass.

The article was tested for appeal, relevance and user inter-
est. The majority of respondents reacted positively to the ar-

figure 9.2

figure 9.4
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ticle itself. Based on the article they were shown, more than 
half would click on other links on the site as well as visit the 
site again (see figure 9.5.) 

The results show that if implemented correctly, the ads 
would be a valuable asset to driving qual-
ity traffic to The NewsHouse. 

COST-BENEFIT ANALYSIS
Using Google Grants would allow The 
NewsHouse to advertise its site for 
free on Google search pages, with a 
monthly budget capped at $10,000 
and a maximum cost-per-click set at 
$1. Google Grants remain active for a 
minimum of three months, but if the 
account is maintained, the grant will 
remain active. 

Currently, Google Grants only supports text-based ads. Ad-
Sense could be implemented in addition to Google Grants, 
but this practice would incur fees. Since the goal is gener-
ating traffic, and the text ad was ranked highest, this goal 
could be met by using Google Grants alone. 

figure 9.6

figure 9.5
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ADVERTISING 
Implement advertising using Google AdSense and banner 
ads through an ad server.

RATIONALE
The Collaborative Media Room was designed to be a show-
case newsroom, allowing all departments and majors at 
Newhouse to participate. Currently, the advertising depart-
ment is excluded from the CMR because TheNewsHouse.
com lacks an advertising means. The advertising depart-
ment would benefit immensely from the ability to experi-
ence online advertising on a live Web site.

The only concern with running ads on TheNewsHouse.com 
is potentially jeopardizing the non-profit status of Syracuse 
University. However, as long as the advertising revenue 
does not exceed the university’s revenue, the university can 
maintain its non-profit status.

TheNewsHouse.com could implement two forms of advertis-
ing: contexual ads and banner ads.

Contextual advertising is a method that uses keyword analy-
sis, word frequency and the overall link structure of the 
Web to determine what a Web page is about and precisely 
match ads to each page. Google AdSense is one of the best 
solutions for contextual advertising. AdSense will crawl Web 
pages where the code is placed and deliver ads based on 
the content for each page.

AdSense is free to sign up and easy to implement by placing 
a snippet of code into a Web site design. Google handles all 
billing and sales and pays out in $100 increments. There 
are two ways to earn with AdSense: CPC (cost per click) and 
CPM (cost per thousand impressions). Advertisers choose 
which way they want to pay for ads and Google places the 

highest bidders on the Web site. When ads are clicked on 
or seen by visitors, Google calculates how much money is 
made.

Banner ads appear on Web sites to promote products, 
events or Web sites themselves. When an ad is clicked on, 
the ad’s link takes the user to a designated landing page 
on a Web site. Banner ads are normally purchased using 
the CPM model of advertising and usually draw between $3 
and $5 per one thousand impressions.

Banner ads need to be housed and run through an ad 
server. There are hundreds of ad servers, including Double-
Click, Atlas Solutions, Google Ad Manager and OpenX. We 
recommend using OpenX. The primary difference between 
OpenX and the other ad servers is that OpenX is a free ser-
vice. It allows site managers place ads in defined zones on 
each page. OpenX would allow TheNewsHouse.com to host 
its ads, manage inventory and track performance. The im-
age on page 52–53 (See figure 10.7.) is a mockup of what 
advertising might look like on TheNewsHouse.com.

To garner more impressions on the banner ads, they should 
be placed above “the fold” on the Web site. Most major 
news Web sites place a 728x90 leaderboard ad below 
the navigation bar and above the content. A 300x250 box 
banner ad is also placed on the page in the sidebar, most 
commonly to the right of the content.

As shown, TheNewsHouse.com would be granted the oppor-
tunity to promote sections of the Web site and other items 
related to Syracuse University. A 300x100 banner, or one of 
a similar size, could be placed below the 300x250 banner.
Research shows that AdSense is most effective when 
placed in the sidebar and below the content of a story just 
above the comments section. Google Analytics indicates 
that over a two-month period, visitors to TheNewsHouse.
com spent an average of four minutes on the site. This 
means visitors are spending time on the site to read con-
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figure 10.1

figure 10.2
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tent. Therefore, a 336x280 large rectangle ad unit below 
the content would show four text ads that relate to the 
content. An AdSense ad unit can also be placed in the right 
sidebar to generate text link ads. 

METHOD
For contextual advertising, a site administrator would have 
to create an account at google.com/adsense. Once ap-
proved, the site administrator would click the AdSense 
Setup tab on the dashboard (See figure 10.1.) The format is 
the size and type of ad unit that will be created. For ad units 
below a story, a 336x280 large rectangle should be used 
and on the sidebar, a 300x250 medium rectangle. Google 
allows for color customization of the ad units as well. An 
administrator could choose to match the color palette of 
TheNewsHouse.com or to use Google’s default palette. 

The next step allows for creation of custom channels to 
track the ad unit’s performance (See figure 10.2.) An ad 
unit can be linked to five different custom channels, such 
as a channel for the Versus section of TheNewsHouse.com 
and individual authors of articles.After naming the ad unit, 
AdSense will generate code.

The AdSense code looks like this:

<script type=”text/javascript”><!--

google_ad_client = “pub-3574490751591450”;

/* 300x250, Versus */

google_ad_slot = “9897601235”;

google_ad_width = 300;

google_ad_height = 250;

//-->

</script>

<script type=”text/javascript”

src=”http://pagead2.googlesyndication.com/

pagead/show_ads.js”>

</script>

Implementation of this code is easily done with a minor 
template change.

For banner ads, the faculty could designate a senior adver-
tising student to be the advertising manager for TheNews-
House.com. The advertising manager could ensure that ads 
are uploaded and displaying properly using OpenX tools.

In classes such as ADV 400 and ADV 421-Portfolio III, 
students would have the opportunity to design and sell 
ad space. As a part of the class, students would also be 
required to utilize Google Analytics to test which ads are 
working and which are not.

To begin displaying ads, a site administrator would have to 
create an account at OpenX.org. Once approved, there are 
four steps to uploading a banner ad to TheNewsHouse.com.

First, click the Inventory tab and click Zones on the left 
navigation menu (See figure 10.3.) Click on Add new zone. 
Name the zone appropriately and choose the size. For a 
leaderboard ad on the homepage, choose a 728x90 ad and 
name the zone something similar to NewsHouse_Home_
Leader.

Next, click Advertisers on the left navigation menu (See 
figure 10.4.) Click on Add new advertiser and fill out the 
required fields.

Next click Campaigns from the left navigation menu and 
click Add new campaign (See figure 10.5.) Name the adver-
tising campaign accordingly and choose a type. For promos, 
choose Remnant. Choose a start date and end date. Use 
the pricing model CPM and set the number of impressions. 
For promos, the impressions field would be unlimited.

Finally, click Add new banner (See figure 10.6.) Name the 
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banner accordingly with a title and banner size, such as 
Grad-Recruit_728x90. Upload the banner to the webserver 
and insert the destination URL. For Target, insert “_blank” 
so the destination URL opens in a new browser window or 
tab.

OpenX will then generate a code for the created zone. The 
code looks like this: 

<!--/* OpenX Javascript Tag v2.8.2-rc25 

*/-->

<script type=’text/javascript’><!--

//<![CDATA[

   var m3_u = (location.

protocol==’https:’?’https://d1.openx.org/

ajs.php’:’http://d1.openx.org/ajs.php’);

   var m3_r = Math.floor(Math.ran-

dom()*99999999999);

   if (!document.MAX_used) document.MAX_

used = ‘,’;

   document.write (“<scr”+”ipt type=’text/

javascript’ src=’”+m3_u);

   document.write (“?zoneid=93388”);

   document.write (‘&amp;cb=’ + m3_r);

   if (document.MAX_used != ‘,’) docu-

ment.write (“&amp;exclude=” + document.

MAX_used);

   document.write (document.char-

set ? ‘&amp;charset=’+document.

charset : (document.characterSet ? 

‘&amp;charset=’+document.characterSet : 

‘’));

   document.write (“&amp;loc=” + 

escape(window.location));

   if (document.referrer) document.write 

(“&amp;referer=” + escape(document.refer-

rer));

   if (document.context) document.write 

(“&context=” + escape(document.context));

   if (document.mmm_fo) document.write 

(“&amp;mmm_fo=1”);

   document.write (“’><\/scr”+”ipt>”);

//]]>--></script><noscript><a 

href=’http://d1.openx.org/

ck.php?n=a3b3f7c5&amp;cb=INSERT_RAN-

DOM_NUMBER_HERE’ target=’_blank’><img 

src=’http://d1.openx.org/avw.

php?zoneid=93388&amp;cb=INSERT_RANDOM_NUM-

BER_HERE&amp;n=a3b3f7c5’ border=’0’ alt=’’ 

/></a></noscript>

The code can then be added in all content pages of the site 
and the uploaded banner ads will appear.

COST-BENEFIT ANALYSIS
The cost of implementing ads is minimal and will most 
likely offset not only the expenses of setup but the monthly 
expenses of hosting TheNewsHouse.com.

The faculty associated with advertising and TheNewsHouse.
com would have to choose an advertising student to be the 
ad manager for the Web site. But there would be no need 
to create a new class. Projects could be added to current 
classes and students would be able to work on advertise-
ments for TheNewsHouse.com in advertising classes.

The impact to workflow would also be minimal. The ad 
manager could report directly to Jon Glass, Brian Sheehan 
or another faculty member. Their work would be facilitated 
by a separate set of CMS tools and would not impact news 
operations.

It would take approximately three hours to program the 
OpenX and AdSense code into the Web site template. The 
hours are built into the programming contract, so there is 
no extra cost.
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The cost for TheNewsHouse.com’s dedicated server is 
$100 per month. Based on a reasonable CPM of $5 per 
one thousand impressions, Google Analytics data indicates 
that the monthly hosting costs could be nearly covered by 
ad sales. The data indicates that during the first three full 
months of the fall 2009 semester, TheNewsHouse.com 
received an average of 24,959 pageviews per month. With 
ads on all pages at $5 CPM, at the current visitation levels, 
the revenue would be $124.80, eclipsing the hosting costs.

Google AdSense would also generate revenue for the site, 
but since Google does not disclose its revenue model, it is 
difficult to predict how much revenue would be seen. Based 
on JohnChow.com’s disclosure of AdSense revenue, for ev-
ery 249 unique visitors per month, $1 is made on AdSense. 
From September to November of 2009, TheNewsHouse.
com received an average of 3,466 unique visitors. There-
fore, TheNewsHouse.com would receive appromixately 
$13.91 per month from AdSense.
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figure 10.4

figure 10.3
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figure 10.6

figure 10.5
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figure 10.7
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Considering the findings in this report, we have determined 
that with the set-up The NewsHouse has, the changes sug-
gested in this report cannot be made. Also, because The 
NewsHouse is not monetizing its site, there is money that 
could be made but currently is being left behind.

The NewsHouse should re-evaluate the content structure of 
the site, including the database, page templates, meta data 
and the specific content created. After changes have been 
made to the site’s content structure, the recommendations 
in this report will be feasible.

The NewsHouse needs to begin to monetize its site so its 
hosting fees can be covered through ads. The site also 
needs to bring advertising students into the workflow so 
all the programs within the S.I. Newhouse School of Public 
Communications can be participants in the collaborative ef-
fort that is The NewsHouse. This inclusion needs to be done 
so the goals of the site can be fully met.

Other problems, such as the one shown in figure 11.1, exist 
on TheNewsHouse.com. However, the issues and recom-
mendations in this report reflect the large and immediate 
improvements that need to be made to the site. 

executive summary
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figure 11.1
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appendix A

Additional objectives, as stated by interviewed faculty members

Objective Dean  
Branham

Professor 
Steve Davis

Professor 
Glass

Professor 
Strong

Professor 
Chessher

Professor 
Hayes

Professor 
Fought

Opportunity to gain 
professional Web  
journalism experience

x x x x x x x

Provide opportunity  
to collaborate/practice 
with other journalism 
mediums

x x x x x x x

Become a  
more branded,  
recognizable site

x x x x

Increase student  
participation 

x x x

Increase cutting edge 
interactivity features  
& interaction rates

x x x x x

Recruiting tool x x  
(side effect)

x 
(side effect)

x  
(side effect)

x  
(side effect)

Marketing tool x

Increase audience size x x x

Increase article  
turnaround

x x

Increase  
cross-disciplinary  
student participation 

x


